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Dots On Tots Review: Organic Ear Protection Baby & 
Toddler Hats! 

  

  
Dots on Tots a baby and toddler headwear company that specializes in baby and toddler hats 

made from 100% all-natural, certified organic cotton. Dots on Tots was created by a mother of 

two and is based on the idea that newborn skin is often very sensitive and needs to be 

protected. 

  
In addition, it focuses on the importance of choosing the right clothing to avoid allergic 

reactions. The innovative hat design features flaps that serve to protect infants and toddlers 

from cold weather, wind, and ear, nose and throat infections. The brand also offers special ear 

protection hats that feature an added benefit of 50% noise-reduction ear inserts, shielding 

infants and toddlers’ delicate ears from loud sounds. The collection boasts their hats with 

ear flaps in organic cotton, organic cotton fleece and merino wool, and also includes organic 

knotted hats, organic reversible sun hats and special ear protection hats in organic cotton.  

  

  
My Review: what I really like about the infant hats is that it covers their ears. This is PERFECT 

for winter time, especially since babies ears are so sensitive to that cold breeze. 

  
This hat pictured above called “Reversible Sun Hat” is perfect for play dates at the park, or 

anytime you’re little one is in the sun. I love that it covers my daughter’s ears and protects her 

head from the sun. Also, having it tie underneath insures that the hat won’t fall off. 

  
Make sure you check out their site: www.dotsontots.com for more details. They are running a 

sale right now too. 

  
***Please note that I received no form of monetary compensation for this post. The opinions 

expressed in the review are my own and were not influenced in any way.*** 

Posted by Aimee on September 3, 2013 
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